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This paper presents an unsupervised multi-view hierarchical embedding (UMHE) framework to sufficiently reveal the intrinsic topical knowledge in social events. Event-oriented topics are highly related to such events as it can provide explicit descriptions of what have happened in social community. In many real-world cases, however, it is difficult to include all attributes of microblogs, more often, textual aspects only are available. Traditional topic modeling methods are failed to generate event-oriented topics with the textual aspects, since the inherent relations between topics are often overlooked in these methods. Meanwhile, the metrics in original word vocabulary space might not effectively capture semantic distances. Our UMHE framework overcomes the severe information deficiency and poor feature representation. The UMHE first develops a multi-view Bayesian rose tree to preliminarily generate prior knowledge for latent topics and their relations. With such prior knowledge, we design an unsupervised translation-based hierarchical embedding method to make a better representation of these latent topics. By applying self-adaptive spectral clustering on the embedding space and the original space concomitantly, we eventually extract event-oriented topics in word distributions to express social events. Our framework is purely data-driven and unsupervised, without any external knowledge. Experimental results on TREC Tweets2011 dataset and Sina Weibo dataset demonstrate that the UMHE framework can construct hierarchical structure with high fitness, but also yield topic embeddings with salient semantics, therefore, it can derive event-oriented topics with meaningful descriptions.

CCS Concepts:

- Information systems \(\rightarrow\) Data stream mining;

General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation
1 INTRODUCTION

Microblogging services, such as Twitter\(^1\) and Sina Weibo\(^2\), have become popular and influential social media platforms where people share public information and express their opinions. For example, more than 80% of Sina Weibo users participated in the discussion of the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil and over 76% of users posted feeds (the messages released by users in social networks, also known as user generated contents) on Sina Weibo while watching the games\(^3\). In real-world applications, microblog feeds always arrive in the form of a stream in chronological order. In such a stream, several events may be discussed at the same time. Detecting topics that are highly oriented to these events is therefore essential for people and organizations. Discovering the event-oriented topics in microblog stream enables people to get the essence of the whole news and concerns that have already occurred in the previous time. Additionally, by analyzing the relations of these event-oriented topics, organizations can gradually build up a wide variety of applications, such as buzz lifecycle modeling (Chang et al. 2016), information propagation control (Yu et al. 2015), web user profiling (Tang et al. 2010), market competition monitoring (Zhang et al. 2015), and so on.

Apparently, the crux of such problems is the mining of topics. There are mainly two forms of topics: (1) word phrases and (2) multinomial distributions over word vocabulary. The phrase-based topics are usually produced by natural language processing (NLP) (Li et al. 2012), while the distribution-based topics are usually released by probabilistic topic models based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al. 2003). The phrase-based topics can effectively conserve the semantic interpretation (coherence) of the event aspects. However, the precision of extracting such phrases is often limited by the NLP itself. For example, the precision of the “segment” in (Li et al. 2012) may be influenced by the effectiveness of its multi-gram extraction. Besides, external knowledge, such as Wikidata\(^4\) and social network link formation (Lou et al. 2013), may be indispensable in these methods so as to achieve higher performance. Distribution-based topics, on the other hand, can be generated in a more unsupervised way because of their coarse-grained features. However, the coherence of such kind of topics is not guaranteed because of the poor understanding in presentation (Tang et al. 2014). Recently, topic embedding (Li et al. 2016) becomes a popular distribution-based representation method in which topics are projected into low dense vectors. In this embedding space, the semantic relations of such topics can be well captured.

\(^1\)https://twitter.com/.
\(^2\)http://weibo.com/.
\(^3\)http://www.199it.com/archives/255612.html.
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When encountered with microblog streams, there are mainly three challenges in mining such distribution-based event-oriented topics. First, the coherence of topics is intractable to fulfill. A good way of solving this problem is to directly model the coherent topics, rather than the latent topics. Coherent topic models (Chen et al. 2013) are the state-of-the-art forms of topic models aiming at generating semantically meaningful topics. However, they often incur highly complex inference and are always computationally expensive. Second, how to reasonably refactor such topics into event-oriented ones is limited by the current knowledge. Although the microblog stream is voluminous and can provide heterogeneous information, it is still difficult to obtain all attributes of the data in real-world applications (McMinn et al. 2013). Normally, only the textual aspect of the microblog feeds is available for mining. This incompleteness of the information compels us to make full use of the current knowledge. Third, how to unsupervisedly associate topics into a joint model for precisely capturing their relations is also an open-ended question. Bayesian rose tree (BRT) (Blundell et al. 2010), a multi-branch tree, has received great attention because of its high fitness of text hierarchical modeling. However, this kind of tree-based or graph-based models simply interpret relations in symbols, while incapable of providing continuous numeric operation. Translation-based embedding method (Bordes et al. 2013) in knowledge graph representation is a promising way of jointly modeling topics and their relations, but there are naturally no prior topics or relations for training, and to organize training examples of topics together with their relations is a daunting work in such a stream occasion.

The motivation of our work is therefore to devise an unsupervised topic representation framework to automatically generate topic and relation embeddings that can deal with the challenges above. To overcome the information deficiency, we focus on the level of topics and propose a multi-view algorithm to create features in two views from the original textual aspect. One view is the obvious topic-word distribution, like “(0.2, World Cup), (0.15, Argentina), (0.15, Shoot), (0.10, Promotion), ...”, the other is the related feed collection, like “d_1, d_2, d_3,...”, where d_i denotes a feed in this collection. In this way, the knowledge learned in one view can guide the learning of the other. And to perform unsupervisedly, we firstly use Bayesian rose tree from two views to automatically construct the tree-style structure in a probabilistic manner, thus yielding the topics together with their symbolic relations for prior information. For example, although the words of topic T_a “(0.2, World Cup), (0.15, Argentina), (0.15, Shoot), (0.10, Promotion), ...” and Topic T_b “(0.18, World Cup), (0.16, Germany), (0.15, Final), (0.12, Argentina), ...” are not completely equivalent, they still share a large number of common words. In this case, these two topics should be regarded as the same event “World Cup” and they may share the join relation which would not be considered in LDA. However, in our multi-view BRT, we can figure out this join relation and derive a triplet (T_a, join, T_b). Then this prior information is incorporated to align topics and relations in a joint model via translation-based embedding method. Topic embedding and relation embedding provide salient semantic measurement of topics and can help aggregate coherence to make them more event-oriented. For example, topic “(0.2, World Cup), (0.15, Argentina), (0.15, Shoot), (0.10, Promotion), ...” and topic “(0.25, Germany), (0.20, Klose), (0.15, Prize), (0.10, Fans), ...” both refer to the same event “World Cup”, but the literal words are invalid to show any similarities. By projecting to embedding space, the intrinsic similarity of these two topics could be well captured.

To sum up, in this paper, we propose an unsupervised multi-view hierarchical embedding framework that can generate topics with a high accordance to the events in a microblog stream. First, we apply LDA to
extract the feed-topic distribution and the topic-word distribution of all feed batches. Therefore, for each latent topic, there are two different view features: (1) the latent word distribution, and (2) the relevant feed collection. Second, we design a novel multi-view Bayesian rose tree (Mv-BRT) to refactor the latent topics into a hierarchy to form the prior knowledge. Finally, a translation-based hierarchical embedding is formulated to encode the topics and relations in low dense vectors to better capture their semantic coherence. Besides, we introduce the accelerating strategy in Mv-BRT and the acquisition of event-oriented topic distributions from topic embeddings. Experimental results show that our algorithm outperforms some of the state-of-the-art algorithms in both detection accuracy and time efficiency. In addition, the event-oriented topics are rather motivated and encouraging for conveying the semantic coherence.

The contributions of our work are the following:

- We devise an event-oriented topic mining framework to uncover the topics that are oriented to the real-world events in the microblog stream. It considers the inherent relations between topics and focuses on generating coherent topics which are more compact and meaningful than LDA’s latent topics.
- We construct a multi-view Bayesian rose tree to refactor the latent topics in a probabilistic and symbolic manner. It automatically generates prior knowledge for topics together with relations and seamlessly resolves the impediments for unsupervised learning.
- We regard the topic-relation patterns in microblog stream as the entity-relation patterns in knowledge base, and propose a hierarchical translation-based embedding method to semantically vectorize topics and relations with the prior knowledge fed by Mv-BRT. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use translation-based embedding method to model the distributional representation of topics and relations. What’s more, our method works in an unsupervised way, no external knowledge is needed.
- We accommodate the proposed framework to the event detection task, and evaluate it with extensive experiments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 presents the problem definition and preliminary work. Section 4 elucidates our unsupervised multi-view hierarchical embedding framework. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental evaluation. At last, Section 6 concludes our results.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Topic Detection

One line of research in topic detection is based on the NLP or data mining. The topics or events in these algorithms are all word phrases or representative documents. For example, (Shou et al. 2013) introduced a summarization-based framework for incrementally capturing the evolution of topics in the tweet stream. (Yang et al. 2012) elaborated frequent patterns mining to efficiently perform topic lifelong learning in the compressed tweet stream. Other strategies, like the segment-based method (Li et al. 2012), sequence-based method (Yang et al. 2014), sentence-based method (Wang et al. 2012), and distant-supervision-based method (Foley et al. 2015) are also capable of dealing with the TDT task.
Another line of research is the variants of LDA. By introducing the temporal information, this kind of topic models, such as TOT (Wang and McCallum 2006), are able to extract topics in real time from a massive amount of texts, and usually perform better than the simple LDA in terms of perplexity metrics. With further improvement, models such as npTOT (Dubey et al. 2013) and ADLTM (Chen et al. 2016) begin to solve the detection and tracking in a multi-aspect way. The nonparametric topic model npTOT, which is the development of TOT, allows an unbounded number of topics and flexible topic-word distributions. Although all these topics described above are widely used, the real meanings or interpretations of such topics are overlooked, leading to the dissatisfaction of the event detection. Hence all of these topic models are incoherent topic models, which fail to release event-oriented topics.

2.2 Coherent Topic Models

Due to the probabilistic nature, the LDA-based topic model is not always capable of generating coherent topics (Tang et al. 2014). To overcome this problem, coherent topic models (Chen et al. 2013) are developed to improve the coherence of the LDA’s latent topics. Usually, the coherent topic models are linked to the knowledge bases (Chen and Liu 2014a,b; Lorenzetti et al. 2016), because the domain information is helpful to enhance their semantic interpretation. The coherent topics, together with their hierarchical constructions, have been extensively applied in social media user generated content analysis (Zhu et al. 2014), achieving reasonably sound performance.

Another line of research, known as focused topic models (“focused” is the same as “coherent” in the topic model context), are keen on exploiting the posterior sparsity (Graca et al. 2009) of the document-topic and topic-word distributions. Retaining the topic-word distribution in a sparse coding form, such as the STC (Zhu and Xing 2011), or both the document-topic and topic-word distribution sparsely, such as the DsparseTM (Lin et al. 2014), are effective to reduce the semantic confusion of topics.

2.3 Topic Hierarchy

The strategy of organizing documents or topics into a hierarchical structure is popularly incorporated in many applications. Intuitive examples of such works include storyline generation (Wang et al. 2015) and taxonomy construction (Yang 2015). In the probabilistic camp, HDP (Teh et al. 2004), which is the hierarchical version of LDA, aims at organizing the latent topics without the limitation of a given number of topics. To better fit the TDT task, the HDP was developed into EvoHDP (Zhang et al. 2010) to discover evolutionary patterns. However, the hierarchical construction of HDP or EvoHDP requires complicated parameter estimation, and moreover, the topic coherence is also overlooked.

In this paper, we adopt the idea of Bayesian rose tree (BRT) (Blundell et al. 2010) to construct the topic hierarchy. BRT has achieved sound performance in keywords taxonomy (Liu et al. 2012) and text mining (Wang et al. 2013) due to its high fitness and smoothness. Unlike previous studies, we need to build the BRT for latent topics in this paper, which is inherently difficult due to the deficiency of the current knowledge.

2.4 Translation-based Embedding

Translation-based embedding methods are originally used in knowledge base representation. These methods model the relations as translation operations from head entities to tail entities in factual triplets and
therefore project them into low-dimensional dense vectors. The basic translation-based method is TransE
(Bordes et al. 2013), in which the entities and relations are all represented in the same vector space. TransR
(Lin et al. 2015), on the other hand, addresses the diversity of entities and relations, thus represents them
in two separate spaces. When considering the heterogeneity of knowledge graph, TranSparse (Ji et al. 2016)
employs different degrees of sparse matrices to map entities into spaces that can better fit the relation type.

All the translation-based embedding methods mentioned above belong to supervised learning, namely,
they enforce the prerequisite that a large number of training examples should be fed to the model. However,
in real-world microblog stream, there is no such external ground-truth available for training. So in this
paper, we design an unsupervised translation-based hierarchical embedding framework, and all of its training
examples (the patterns of topics and relations) are automatically produced by our multi-view Bayesian rose
tree in advance.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present definitions and preliminaries necessary for introducing our framework. Section
3.1 gives definitions and problem formulation. Preliminaries of this framework are introduced in Section 3.2
and Section 3.3, including topic modeling in LDA and multi-view similarity matrices construction.

3.1 Problem Definition

This paper aims at mining the topics that are highly accordant to the events in real-world microblog stream.
To solve this problem, we should first give some definitions in our algorithm.

Following the proposal of (McMinn et al. 2013), we confirm the definition of event as follows:

Definition 3.1 (Event). An event is a public and significant issue that happens at some specific time and
place. Usually, event appears in the form of word phrases.

Here “public” means that this issue should arouse public concerns, not just for personal purpose, while
“significant” means that this issue should be widely discussed in social media. Therefore, in our datasets,
all the first level keywords, such as “World Cup” in Sina Weibo and “NBA” in Twitter, can be considered
as events.

Compared with event, topic usually reflects issues in a more specific scope. As we model topics based on
LDA, the topics in our cases are all multinomial distributions over word vocabularies. However, LDA-based
topics are usually less coherent to express certain events. So here is given our definition of the event-oriented
topic:

Definition 3.2 (Event-oriented Topic). An event-oriented topic \( ET_i \) is a multinomial distribution over
word vocabulary, i.e., \( ET_i = \{ p(w_j) \mid j = 1, 2, ..., V \} \), where \( V \) is the size of the vocabulary, and this word
distribution can be interpreted with an event word phrase \( EP_i \).

Suppose there are a diversity of candidate event word phrases \( EP = \{ EP_1, EP_2, ..., EP_k \} \), here the
declaration that the word distribution of event-oriented topic \( ET_i \) can be interpreted by an event word
phrase \( EP_i \in EP \) implies that the point-wise mutual information (PMI) between \( ET_i \) and its corresponding
\( EP_i \) should be higher than any other pair meanwhile exceeds a minimum threshold \( \chi \). That is to say, a
topic is event-oriented if we can find an event word phrase $EP_i$ with $EP_i = \arg\max_{EP_j \in EP} \{PMI(EP_j || ET)\}$, s.t. $PMI(EP_j || ET) \geq \chi$. Given Definition 3.2, we hence customize the definition of event-oriented topic mining in the spirit of the traditional TDT task.

**Definition 3.3 (Event-oriented Topic Mining).** Given a microblog feed batch $D$, event-oriented topic mining is to extract a series of event-oriented topics $\{ET_1, ET_2, ..., ET_k\}$, each of which is a multinomial distribution over the word vocabulary.

### 3.2 Latent Topic Modeling by LDA

In order to construct our framework in a multi-view manner, we should first generate multi-view information about the microblog feeds. Since our framework is topic-centric, we need to uncover different views about the topics, not the texts or the words. This can be equivalently solved by utilizing the LDA (Blei et al. 2003), which delineates the relations between texts, topics, and words. In the LDA model, each feed is considered a document describing one or more certain aspects, and all the feeds of a feed batch are considered to have $K$ aspects, namely $K$ topics. Given a feed batch $D$, LDA can extract $K$ topics from the feed batch, and these $K$ topics are the so-called latent topics, denoted as $\phi$, each of which is a multinomial distribution over the vocabulary $V$ with Dirichlet prior $\beta$. Together with the topic-word distributions are the feed-topic distributions $\theta$. Here $\theta$ is an $N \times K$ matrix, while $\phi$ is a $K \times V$ matrix, $N$ is the number of the feeds in $D$ and $V$ is the size of the vocabulary.

### 3.3 Multi-view Similarity Matrices

In fact, the matrix of feed-topic $\theta$ and the matrix of topic-word $\phi$ are able to describe the latent topics from two different views: feed relevance and word distribution. Thus by implementing LDA, we automatically generate multi-view information about topics and sufficiently make the most of the current textual knowledge. In this paper, these two matrices are used for designing a multi-view hierarchical structure to refactor those latent topics.

One important preparation of multi-view hierarchical structure is to figure out two kinds of similarity matrices for both views in case of the pervasive similarity computing. For the word distribution view, topics are directly featured by words with probability distributions, then a symmetrical similarity function based on Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) (Peng et al. 2015) is applied to measure the similarity of two latent topics $\phi_i$ and $\phi_j$:

$$
\kappa_{ij} = \frac{1}{(KLD(\phi_i || \phi_j) + KLD(\phi_j || \phi_i))/2 + 1}
$$

Thus, a similarity matrix $W_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K}$ is constructed via Equation (1) to describe the latent topics from the view of word distributions.

For the feed relevance view, we consider using topic relevant feed collection to construct the similarity matrix. Each column $\theta_i (i = 1, 2, ..., K)$ in the feed-topic matrix reveals the related feeds collection of the latent topics $\phi_i$ to some extent. Given a latent topic $\phi_i$ and all the microblog feeds $D = \{d_1, d_2, ..., d_N\}$, if the membership of feed $d_i$ and topic $\phi_i$ is larger than a given similarity threshold $\delta$, then $d_i$ is included in $\phi_i$’s related feed collection $RFC_i$. In this way, a feed can be allocated to different latent topics to form the topic relevant feed collection. At last, the Jaccard metric is utilized to measure the similarity between
latent topics $\phi_i$ and $\phi_j$:

$$\eta_{ij} = \text{Jaccard}(\phi_i \mid \phi_j) = \frac{| RFC_i \cap RFC_j |}{| RFC_i \cup RFC_j |} \tag{2}$$

As a result, another similarity matrix $W_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K}$ is constructed via Equation (2) to describe the latent topics from the view of the feed relevance. In terms of these two views, the word distribution of the latent topic is more essential because we care more about the word descriptions, thus it is treated as the dominant view.

4 UNSUPERVISED MULTI-VIEW HIERARCHICAL EMBEDDING

In this section, we present our framework to uncover event-oriented topics at each time point with multi-view information fusion and unsupervised translation-based hierarchical embedding (in Figure 1). In Section 4.1, we develop the Bayesian rose tree in a multi-view manner, where knowledge from two different views is employed to sufficiently guide its hierarchical construction, and we name our hierarchical structure as multi-view Bayesian rose tree (Mv-BRT). In Section 4.2, we further introduce the update and acceleration strategies in Mv-BRT to improve efficiency. With the topics and their relations modeled by Mv-BRT, we therefore propose an unsupervised translation-based embedding method in Section 4.3 to project topics and relations into low-dimensional dense vectors for better semantic measurement. By implementing spectral clustering on those topic embeddings, we progressively extract the event-oriented topics from the inscrutable latent topics in Section 4.4.

4.1 Topic Hierarchy Construction with Multi-view BRT

4.1.1 Bayesian Rose Tree. As we have derived the features of latent topics from two views, a traditional way of refactoring is to directly perform multi-view clustering or multi-view NMF, as in (Guan et al. 2015; Zheng et al. 2014). But actually, this strategy is inept in our cases. For one reason, we have no prior knowledge about the number of event-oriented topics, or the number of clusters in clustering. For another reason, the latent topics are often incoherent, thus the coherence of the clusters is always not warranted. Refactoring does not mean just clustering or partition, but the coherence improvement of the topics. To this end, we employ the Bayesian rose tree to organize the latent topics.

Bayesian rose tree is a kind of multi-branch tree that allows one-to-many relations between latent topics. Compared with hierarchical topic models, BRT builds up a topic hierarchy with higher structure fitness and lower time consumption. Moreover, it can well describe the meaning of relations between topics, and this is instrumental in the subsequent topic embedding for better representation. Usually, BRT can be constructed in a greedy manner. For a BRT at a specific time point, all the latent topics $\phi = \{\phi_1, \phi_2, ..., \phi_K\}$ are its leaves, and the objective is to organize them into a multi-branch tree to better fit the text data. At first, each topic $\phi_i$ is treated as an individual tree on its own, namely, $T_i = \{\phi_i\}$. Then in each iteration, two trees are selected to greedily combine a new tree $T_m$ by one of the three following basic operations (in Figure 2):

1. Join: $T_m = \{T_i, T_j\}$, so $T_m$ has two branches.
2. Absorb: $T_m = \{\text{ch}(T_i), T_j\}$, so $T_m$ has $|T_i| + 1$ branches.
3. Collapse: $T_m = \{\text{ch}(T_i), \text{ch}(T_j)\}$, so $T_m$ has $|T_i| + |T_j|$ branches.
The combining objective is to maximize the following ratio of probability:

\[
p\left(\phi_m | T_m\right) \over p\left(\phi_i | T_i\right)p\left(\phi_j | T_j\right),
\]

where \(\phi_m = [\phi_i, \phi_j]\) represents the latent topics under tree structure \(T_m\), and \(p(\phi_m | T_m)\) is the likelihood of \(\phi_m\) under \(T_m\). A Bayesian rose tree can be treated as a mixture of partitions, thus its likelihood will be the combination of all the partition likelihoods. However, in order to avoid exponential partitions, the tree likelihood is often defined in a recursive way. Previous works (Liu et al. 2015, 2012) have addressed that \(p(\phi_m | T_m)\) can be calculated through dynamic programming:

\[
p(\phi_m | T_m) = \pi_m f(\phi_m) + (1 - \pi_m) \prod_{T_i \in ch(T_m)} p(\phi_i | T_i),
\]
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where \( f(\phi_m) \) is the marginal probability of \( \phi_m \), \( \text{ch}(T_m) \) is the children set of \( T_m \), and \( \pi_{T_m} \) is the prior probability that all the topics in \( T_m \) are kept in the same partition.

### 4.1.2 Multi-view Bayesian Rose Tree

To accomplish the task of organizing topics and their relations, we design the multi-view Bayesian rose tree (Mv-BRT), a multi-view version of the basic Bayesian rose tree. Here comes the definition of our multi-view Bayesian rose tree:

**Definition 4.1 (Multi-view Bayesian Rose Tree).** For each view \( V_i \), there exists a hierarchical relation set \( R_i \) for the data, then the multi-view Bayesian rose tree \( MT \) is the consensus of all the hierarchical relations under all the views, namely, \( MT = C(\{R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_v\}) \), where \( C(\cdot) \) is the consensus operator and \( v \) is the number of views.

In our setting, the tree nodes are the topic distributions, rather than the document vectors in previous works (Liu et al. 2015, 2012). So when it comes to the specification of topic marginal probability \( f(\phi_m) \) in Equation (4), the formulation may be quite different. In LDA, the latent topics are restricted by both the document-topic simplex and topic-word simplex. So the marginal probability \( f(\phi_m) \) should also be defined in two views.

First, for the topic-word view, the topic distributions all satisfy Dirichlet-Multinomial distribution with multinomial parameter \( C \) and Dirichlet prior \( \beta \), so the marginal distribution can be defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{TW}(\phi_m) = \prod_{i=1}^{M} \frac{1}{\Delta(\beta + C)} \prod_{j=1}^{V} \phi_{ij}^{\beta_j + C_j - 1},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \Delta(\beta + C) = \prod_{j=1}^{V} \Gamma(\beta_j + C_j) / \Gamma\left( \sum_{j=1}^{V} (\beta_j + C_j) \right) \) is the Dirichlet delta function, and \( M \) is the number of topics in \( \phi_m \) under tree \( T_m \).

Second, for the feed-topic view, the distribution of latent topics is not so easy to be deduced. Although it is obvious that the feed-topic distributions all satisfy Dirichlet-Multinomial distributions, it is still not clear what the topic-feed distributions are. In order to formulate the marginal probability \( f(\phi_m) \) in the view of feed-topic, we must figure out the topic distributions over the feeds. From the generative process of LDA, it may be convincing that the topic-feed distributions satisfy multinomial distributions, as each word in feed is drawn by the topics with multinomial process.

To uncover the parameters of the topic-feed distributions, the feed-topic distribution should be rearranged. Each column \( \theta_i \) of the feed-topic distribution \( \theta \) reveals the related feed collection of the latent topic \( \phi_i \). Then for a latent topic \( \phi_i \) and all the microblog feeds \( D = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_N\} \), we can derive \( \phi_i \)’s related feeds collection \( RFC_i \) as in Section 3.3. In this way, a feed can be allocated to different latent topics to form the topic relevant feed collections. Thus the selection and allocation of feeds can be simulated by an \( N \) Bernoulli process.

For each topic \( \phi_i \), the probability of selecting a feed is denoted as \( q \), then the probability of selecting all its related feeds collection \( RFC_i \) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
    p(X = |RFC_i|) = \binom{N}{|RFC_i|} q^{|RFC_i|} (1 - q)^{N - |RFC_i|},
\end{align*}
\]
where $|RFC_i|$ is the number of selected feeds. Additionally, the parameter $q$ of this distribution can be inferred as:

$$\hat{q} = \frac{1}{NM} \sum_{i=1}^{M} |RFC_i|$$ (7)

In real world applications, the total number of feeds $N$ in a batch can be very large. Under this definition, the distribution of the selected cases can be approximated by the normal distribution according to the central limit theorem, that is:

$$p(X = |RFC_i|) \approx \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi Nq(1-q)}} \exp\left\{ -\frac{(X - Nq)^2}{2Nq(1-q)} \right\}$$ (8)

Therefore, for the feed-topic view, the marginal distribution can be defined as:

$$f_{FT}(\phi_m) = \prod_{i=1}^{M} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi Nq(1-q)}} \exp\left\{ -\frac{(|RFC_i| - Nq)^2}{2Nq(1-q)} \right\}$$ (9)

Totally, the calculation of $p(\phi_m|T_m)$ in Equation (3) can be solved by combining both the feed-topic view and topic-word view:

$$p(\phi_m|T_m) = \pi_{T_m} (\sigma f_{FT}(\phi_m) + (1 - \sigma)f_{TW}(\phi_m)) + (1 - \pi_{T_m}) \prod_{T_i \in ch(T_m)} p(\phi_i|T_i),$$ (10)

where $\sigma$ is the weight of the feed-topic view.

In this way, we refactor the latent topics into a hierarchy in terms of both the feed-topic distributions and the topic word distributions. So we name our topic tree a multi-view Bayesian rose tree.

4.1.3 Multi-view Similarities Enhancement. To further improve the smoothness of the multi-view topic hierarchy, the similarity of the nodes (topics) should be considered. Obviously, there are also two kinds of similarities between the topics: the similarities from the feed-topic view and topic-word view.

For the feed-topic view, the similarity of each pair of topic can be measured by the Jaccard metric of their relevant feed collection:

$$topic_{sim1}(\phi_i, \phi_j) = Jaccard(\phi_i||\phi_j) = \frac{|RFC_i \cap RFC_j|}{|RFC_i \cup RFC_j|}$$ (11)

For the topic-word view, the topics are in the form of word distributions, so a symmetrical similarity measure based on Kullback-Leibler divergence is directly introduced to measure the similarity:

$$topic_{sim2}(\phi_i, \phi_j) = \frac{1}{(KLD(\phi_i||\phi_j) + KLD(\phi_j||\phi_i))/2 + 1}$$ (12)

Finally, the generation of the Mv-BRT is to maximize the following objective function with join, absorb and collapse operations:

$$\frac{p(\phi_m|T_m)}{p(\phi_i|T_i)p(\phi_j|T_j)} \cdot (\sigma \cdot topic_{sim1}(\phi_i, \phi_j) + (1 - \sigma) \cdot topic_{sim2}(\phi_i, \phi_j)),$$ (13)

where the maximization of $p(\phi_m|T_m)$ is in Equation (10).
4.2 Update and Acceleration

After each operation, a new topic is formed to expound the composition of its descendant topics. In order to pertinently obtain the distribution of this combined topic, we formulate it in three cases respectively.

(1) For the join operation, where the new tree $T_m = \{T_i, T_j\}$ is directly combined by $T_i$ and $T_j$, so the distribution of their ancestral topic is defined as:

$$CT_m = \frac{CT_i \cdot p(\phi_i|T_i) + CT_j \cdot p(\phi_j|T_j)}{p(\phi_i|T_i) + p(\phi_j|T_j)}$$

(14)

(2) For the absorb operation, where the new tree $T_m$ is comprised of $T_j$ and all the children of $T_i$, so the distribution of their ancestral topic is defined as:

$$CT_m = \frac{CT_j \cdot p(\phi_j|T_j) + \sum_{T_a \in ch(T_i)} CT_a \cdot p(\phi_{T_a}|T_a)}{p(\phi_j|T_j) + \sum_{T_a \in ch(T_i)} p(\phi_{T_a}|T_a)}$$

(15)

(3) For the collapse operation, where the new tree $T_m$ is comprised of all the children of $T_i$ and $T_j$, so the distribution of their ancestral topic is defined as:

$$CT_m = \frac{\sum_{T_a \in ch(T_i)} CT_a \cdot p(\phi_{T_a}|T_a) + \sum_{T_b \in ch(T_j)} CT_b \cdot p(\phi_{T_b}|T_b)}{\sum_{T_a \in ch(T_i)} p(\phi_{T_a}|T_a) + \sum_{T_b \in ch(T_j)} p(\phi_{T_b}|T_b)}$$

(16)

Here, $CT_i$ is the topic-word distribution under tree $T_i$, and $CT_j$ is the topic-word distribution under tree $T_j$ respectively. Specifically, they should be distinguished from the topic set $\phi_i$ and $\phi_j$, as the former two are the combined topics while the latter two are the whole topic sets.

Without any additional constraints, the combination of topics usually proceeds normally with the construction of the Mv-BRT. However, the generative process of Mv-BRT (in Equation (13)) is in a greedy manner, that is, before each combination, all pairs of trees should be considered as the candidates, as we would instinctively find the most probable one. In such a case, the generation of the Mv-BRT may suffer from the heavy cost. Thus the most urgent way to reduce the time consumption is to reduce the candidate pairs.

Here we incorporate the idea of K-nearest-neighbour to restrict the search space. In K-nearest-neighbour search, the K-dimensional tree (K-d tree) is usually employed to efficiently find the K nearest neighbours. However, when it comes to high dimensional data, such as the topic distributions in our case, the search of the K-d tree may degenerate to a linear strategy, leading to paltry improvement. Hence we employ the BBF algorithm (Beis and Lowe 1997) to overcome this problem, especially in the search process. BBF means Best Bin First, that is, all the branches are allocated with priorities, and those with higher priorities are more likely to be searched.

We adjust the BBF to our multi-view cases to perform efficient search, and we name our variant as Mv-KD-BBF. For each view, we first construct a K-d tree according to the similarity metrics described in previous sections. Then we compare the query node $QN$ with the nodes from each K-d tree in a top-down manner. If the value of $QN$ in current dimension is lower than the pivot node $PN$, then $PN$’s left subtree is selected, otherwise, the right subtree is selected, and all of their similarity to $QN$ will be appended to a priority queue $PQ$. When a leaf node $LN$ is reached, the first round is finished and its similarity is also appended to $PQ$. Therefore, a back-tracking strategy from $LN$ is started in parallel in all views, and if there exists a node that is more similar to the query node than $LN$, then $LN$ is replaced by that node.
ALGORITHM 1: Nearest-Neighbour Search by Mv-KD-BFF

Input: Query node $QN$, K-d trees in all views, $\{KD_1, KD_2, ..., KD_v\}$.
Output: The nearest node $NN$ for $QN$.

Select a dominant view and its K-d tree is $KD_d$;
Priority queue $PQ := NULL$;
// Priority queue construction;
repeat
  $A = \text{root of } KD_d$;
  if ($QN.pivot \leq A.pivot$) then
    $A = A.left\_child$;
    Append $A.right\_child$ to $PQ$ with similarity($A.right\_child$, $QN$);
  else
    $A = A.right\_child$;
    Append $A.left\_child$ to $PQ$ with similarity($A.left\_child$, $QN$);
  end
  $NN = A$;
until ($ch(A) == NULL$);
// Back-tracking;
for (each K-d tree $KD_i$) do
  repeat
    Select a node $B$ from $PQ$ with the highest priority;
    $NN = B$;
    if (similarity($B.parent$, $QN$) $\geq$ similarity($B$, $QN$)) then
      $B = B.parent$;
      $NN = B$;
    end
    delete $B.parent$ from $QN$;
  until $PQ == NULL$;
end

Note that back-tracking is performed in all views simultaneously, once a target node is reached in a view, then this back-tracking is completed. Together with the maximum back-tracking step, our Mv-KD-BBF can approximately find the nearest neighbors in a high dimensional space. The search of the Mv-KD-BBF is presented in Algorithm 1 with the time complexity $O((v + 1) \times \log N)$, where $v$ is the number of different views.

In addition to search, the reconstruction of the Mv-KD-BBF is also nontrivial. After each operation, two trees are combined to form a united tree, so the Mv-KD-BBF tree should also be reorganized accordingly. Spilltree (Liu et al. 2005) is sure to be an efficient structure for K-nearest-neighbour search, but it is not easy for update, as it needs to handle the overlapping regions. In Mv-KD-BFF, the update of the tree structure in each iteration is quite practicable, only with twice deletion and an insertion.

For the deletion of a Mv-KD-BFF node, a best fit node will be selected from all of its direct descendants. Here “best fit” means this selected node may be the rightmost node of its left subtree or the leftmost node of its right subtree. By replacement like this recursively, the deletion of the Mv-KD-BFF node is achieved.
ALGORITHM 2: Node Deletion of Mv-KD-BFF

Input: Mv-KD-BFF tree $T_M$, node $A$.
Output: A new Mv-KD-BFF tree $T_{MD}$.

if ($A$ is a leaf node) then
  delete $A$ from $T_M$;
else
  repeat
    if ($RST(A) \neq NULL$) then
      $B = leftmost(RST(A))$; // $RST(A)$ is the right subtree of node $A$;
    else
      $B = rightmost(LST(A))$; // $LST(A)$ is the left subtree of node $A$;
    end
    $A = B$; // replace $A$ with $B$;
  until ($ch(A) == NULL$);
end

in a light-weight way. In consideration of the worst case in both left and right subtrees, the time complexity of the node deletion is $O(\log 2N)$. The deletion of the Mv-KD-BFF node is presented in Algorithm 2.

For the insertion of a Mv-KD-BFF node, it is quite similar to the insertion of a plain K-d tree. It iteratively compare each dimension of the inserted node to the existing nodes in a top-down search. When a leaf node is reached, the position of the insertion is also clear, thus the time complexity of the node insertion is $O(\log N)$.

4.3 Topic and Relation Embedding

In this section, we will represent the topics and their relations in low-dimensional dense vectors to capture their semantic patterns. We employ the translation-based knowledge base embedding method to fulfill this task. Since topics and their relations are already produced by our Mv-BRT in Section 4.2, we can treat them as prior knowledge and take them to train our embedding model.

In order to perform the topic and relation embedding, we must first define the symbolic relations used in our method. As the relations are inherently generated by the join, absorb and collapse operations in Mv-BRT, we use those tree operations to express the symbolic meaning of the topic relations. According to the definitions of join and collapse operations, they are both symmetric relations, i.e., the left sub-tree and the right sub-tree are on equal terms. While for the absorb operation, it is asymmetric, and we therefore separate the absorb operation into left-absorb and right-absorb to posit its left sub-tree and right sub-tree with difference. Thus the symbolic relations used in our cases are join, left-absorb, right-absorb, and collapse. Once the symbolic relations are released, we can represent the Mv-BRT into plain triplets, each of which is a tuple like (left-topic, relation, right-topic).

Our embedding method is based on TransR (Lin et al. 2015), a translation-based model that represents topics and their relations into two different semantic spaces. It is quite reasonable to model topics and relations in distinct spaces on account of the fact that they are naturally disparate. For the topic space and relation space, there exists a space transformation, namely, a matrix that can bridge the gap between them.
The topics should be first projected into the relation space, then all the translation operations are done in this space.

In our method, we set the topic embeddings as $\text{LTE} \in \mathbb{R}^g$ (left-topic), $\text{RTE} \in \mathbb{R}^g$ (right-topic), and set the relation embeddings as $\text{RE} \in \mathbb{R}^h$, where $g$ is the dimension of topic embedding and $h$ is the dimension of relation embedding. For each relation $RE$, we set its transformation (from topic space to relation space) matrix as $\text{M}_RE \in \mathbb{R}^{g \times h}$. Hence, we derive the projected vectors of left-topic and right-topic:

\[
\text{LTE}_{RE} = \text{LTE} \cdot \text{M}_{RE} \\
\text{RTE}_{RE} = \text{RTE} \cdot \text{M}_{RE}
\]

(17)

Then the score function is defined as:

\[
f_{RE}(\text{LTE}, \text{RTE}) = \|\text{LTE}_{RE} + \text{RE} - \text{RTE}_{RE}\|^2_2
\]

(18)

Negative sampling is helpful for training a robust model. In our cases, the negative sampling is quite different from (Lin et al. 2015), as the number of relations is limited and the number of topic pairs for each relation is quite large. During the negative sampling, we also replace the left-topic or right-topic of the correct triplet with another topic to form a wrong triplet, but two requirements should be satisfied: (1) this wrong triplet should not have appeared before, and (2) the new topic should be similar to the replaced one. Here the similarity between topics can be measured by the multi-view similarity metrics in Section 3.3.

With negative sampling, we hence give our margin-based training objective:

\[
L = \sum_{(\text{LTE}, \text{RE}, \text{RTE}) \in S} \sum_{(\text{LTE*}, \text{RE}, \text{RTE*}) \in S^*} \max (0, \lambda + f_{RE}(\text{LTE}, \text{RTE}) - f_{RE}(\text{LTE*}, \text{RTE*})),
\]

(19)

where $(\text{LTE}, \text{RE}, \text{RTE}) \in S$ is the correct triplet set, $(\text{LTE*}, \text{RE}, \text{RTE*}) \in S^*$ is the wrong triplet set, and $\lambda$ is the margin.

We name our embedding method as unsupervised multi-view hierarchical TransR (UMH-TransR), because our embedding method does not need external training examples, and all the training examples are automatically generated by our Mv-BRT. The learning process of our UMH-TransR is the same as TransR, both employing stochastic gradient descent.

4.4 Event-oriented Topic Generation

With the above steps in Section 4, an unsupervised multi-view framework has been devised to represent the latent topics in salient semantic space. In this section, we utilize the latent topic embeddings to yield event-oriented topics via a self-adaptive spectral clustering. The “topics” before the generation of event-oriented topics are all referred to the latent topics unless with special explanation.

In order to cluster the topic embeddings, we first need to measure the similarity of each topic pair. Since all the topics are in the form of embeddings, we employ Euclidean distance to calculate the similarity, and derive a similarity matrix $\text{ES} \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K}$.

Another key point of the spectral clustering is how to automatically decide the number of the clusters. The decision of the cluster number is widely discussed in self-adaptive clustering. Here, we just take a simple but effective approach to estimate the cluster number. Generally, the top-$N$ eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian of $\text{ES}$ have strong discrimination ability for clustering (Kumar and DaumeIII 2011). Based on...
this, we design a clustering number estimation approach with following steps: 1) rank all eigenvalues of
the graph Laplacian in descending order; 2) set a container with capacity \( \text{cont} = \tau \times \text{evsum} \), where \( \tau \) is a
ratio and \( \text{evsum} \) is the sum of all the eigenvalues in the graph Laplacian; 3) put the eigenvalues into the
container in turn until the sum of the eigenvalues in this container is larger than \( \text{cont} \); 4) the number of
the eigenvalues in the container is the estimated value of the clusters number.

Once the similarity metric and the cluster number are clear, the spectral clustering is in the way. Through
clustering, we make a division of the topic embeddings and generate \( K \) clusters, each of which can represent
an event-oriented topic. Since the space of topic embeddings is not the original word vocabulary, the event-
oriented topics generated in this way can hardly expressed by words. In order to improve intuition and
obtain topic-word like event-oriented topics, we need to copy the clustering of topic embeddings to the
original latent topic-word distributions.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed unsupervised multi-view hierarchical embedding
framework (UMHE). The experiments are conducted in four aspects: (1) Effectiveness of the event detection;
(2) Semantic coherence of the event-oriented topics; (3) Fitness of the multi-view Bayesian rose tree; (4)
Efficiency of the framework.

5.1 Datasets

Three microblog datasets are used in our experiments. The first is the TREC Tweets2011 dataset\(^5\), which
may be the most widely used one in microblog task. The second is the Sina Weibo dataset, which is crawled
through Sina API\(^6\). The last is the real-time Twitter stream (Tweets2014 stream for short), which is crawled
through Twitter API\(^7\) and mainly used in our case study.

The TREC Tweet2011 dataset spans Jan.23, 2011 to Feb.8, 2011, including at least 50 events and
approximately 16 million feeds (only two thirds are available). The dataset is divided into 17 feed batches,
namely, one day per batch. The Sina Weibo dataset spans Jan.1, 2014 to Sep.15, 2014, including 65 events
and approximately 6.6 million feeds. This dataset also generates feed batches with daily segmentation,
totally 257 batches. The Tweets2014 stream spans March.1, 2014 to June.30, 2014, including an unlimited
number of events\(^8\) and approximately 629.5 million feeds\(^9\). The detailed information of these three datasets
is shown in Table I.

All the feed batches are pre-processed by text modeling techniques, such as word segmentation, word
selection and vector space modeling. For the Chinese word segmentation, we resort to the Jieba\(^10\). For the
word selection, only the top 500 most frequent words are reserved to model the feeds. All the algorithms
are implemented in Python 3.5 with a server equipped with Intel Xeon E5-2620 v2 2.1GHz CPU, 32GB

\(^5\)http://trec.nist.gov/data/tweets/.
\(^6\)http://open.weibo.com/.
\(^7\)https://developer.twitter.com/.
\(^8\)It is difficult do discover all of the events included in such a large Twitter stream, so we manually label the detected events
to identify whether it is a real-world event or just a noisy event.
\(^9\)Here we omit the non-English tweets or short tweets, and finnaly get approximately 43.8 million feeds after pre-processing.
\(^10\)https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba.
Table 1. Description of datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TREC Tweets2011</th>
<th>Sina Weibo</th>
<th>Tweets2014 Stream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feeds</td>
<td>16 million</td>
<td>6.6 million</td>
<td>629.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batches</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time span</td>
<td>2011/01/23-2011/02/08</td>
<td>2014/01/01-2014/09/15</td>
<td>2014/03/01-2014/06/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative</td>
<td>2012 Olympics</td>
<td>World Cup</td>
<td>MH 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event</td>
<td></td>
<td>Transformers IV</td>
<td>iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US Unemployment</td>
<td>Barack Obama</td>
<td>MH 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brian Adams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RAM and a desktop with Intel Core i7-4790k 4.4GHz CPU, 24GB RAM, Nvidia GeForce GTX 960 GPU. When evaluating the time performance, all the implementations are under the same platform.

5.2 Event Detection Effectiveness

By performing our framework, a certain number of event-oriented topics can be constructed from the latent topics. Each event-oriented topic is semantic coherent and may express an event in real world.

**Baselines.** Eight baselines are incorporated for comparison to show the effectiveness of our framework UMHE:

1. LDA (Blei et al. 2003), which is also the basis of our framework partially;
2. LDA with its latent topics refactored in frequent patterns mining, denoted as LDA+FPM. Here we use the FP-growth (Han et al. 2000) to extract the frequent patterns with a simple filtering, so as to control the number of the candidate patterns;
3. LDA with its latent topics refactored in similarity enhanced Bayesian rose tree (Blundell et al. 2010), denoted as LDA+BRT;
4. HDP (Teh et al. 2004), which is a hierarchical version of LDA, also organize the topics in tree structure\(^\text{11}\);
5. KD-FF-TF (Peng et al. 2013), a feature fusion algorithm that is based on contents and user retweeting behaviors to extract high quality feeds to form social events. According to (Zhang et al. 2015), user retweeting behaviors are also important for social computing, so it is essential to include a baseline with this factor;
6. Spectral Clustering (Kumar and Daumé III 2011) (denoted as SC), a simple but effective clustering algorithm, which is also designed to aggregate the texts into events;
7. LTM (Chen and Liu 2014b), a coherent topic model that is recently proposed, also without any external knowledge;
8. CenTM (Peng et al. 2015), a central topic model that also deals with event-oriented topics mining in microblog stream.

**Parameter Setting.** In LDA, HDP, CenTM, and our UMHE, the Dirichlet parameters are set as \(\alpha = 0.1\) and \(\beta = 0.01\), while in LTM, \(\alpha\) is set to 1 as in (Chen and Liu 2014b).

\(^{11}\)HDP is not parameterized by latent topic number \(K\), as it will extract an unbounded number of topics according to the texts. So in our experiments, we set its \(K\) as the upper bound of its latent topic number.
Specifically, in our UMHE, the similarity threshold \( \delta \) to form topic relevant feed collection is set to 0.05 in Sina Weibo dataset, and 0.04 in Tweets2011 dataset and Tweets2014 stream. This parameter is set according to the distribution of topic pair similarities. With the statistics of ten feed batches (see in Figure 3), we can see that the top 10% similarities (of all topic pairs) are approximately above 0.047 (on average) in Sina Weibo dataset, 0.036 (on average) in Tweets2011 dataset, and 0.032 (on average) in Tweets2014 Stream.

The weight of feed-topic view \( \sigma \) in Mv-BRT is set to 0.2, this will be further discussed in Section 5.4. The percentage of high quality feeds selected in KD-FF-TF is set to 10%. The capacity ratio \( \tau \) in spectral clustering is set to 0.6. Besides, we set the dimension of topic embedding and relation embedding to 100, 50 respectively, together with the setting of margin \( \lambda \) in UMH-TransR to 1.0.

**Human Evaluation.** It is desirable to employ human evaluation in such a subjective case. In order to make it possible for measuring the precision, recall and F-measure as used in information retrieval, we should generate a set of topical words for each event in advance. This can be solved by retaining the top-10 frequent words of all the feeds on that event. Note that in our setting, each feed is already labeled by an event, so it is feasible to do like this. We call these ten words the topical words of that event, and they are somehow regarded as the ground-truth which should be remembered by the evaluators when they are making the judgement. In our evaluation, 5 volunteers are invited to label the topics generated by every model. Hence we define the precision as the proportion of the correctly labeled topics in all the topics generated in that batch. Meanwhile, the recall can be defined as the proportion of the distinctive events identified from these topics.

Figure 4 displays the F-measure of our UMHE and eight baselines in a certain batch on both two datasets. From this figure, we can see that LDA, LDA+FPM, LDA+BRT, HDP, and spectral clustering give a rather poor performance. This is because that they consider little about the social context and are not suitable for short texts. Specifically, the LDA+FPM is the worst, as most of its topical information is missing with the frequent pattern mining. Despite of this weak point, the topical phrases generated by LDA+FPM are somehow succinct and coherent (This will be further discussed in Section 5.3). On the contrary, KD-FF-TF, LTM, CenTM and UMHE are relatively better than other four algorithms. However, the improvement of KD-FF-TF and LTM is limited, since only the characteristic of user behaviors or the co-occurrence of frequent words is taken into consideration. As for the CenTM, all of its topics are aggregated by the
LDA’s latent topics with multi-view clustering. Those central topics are often more event-oriented than the traditional topics as in LTM. What’s more, our UMHE is the best among all these algorithms, both in Sina Weibo and Twitter datasets. In a global perspective, with the increasing of topic number $K$, the F-measure of all these nine algorithms stays nearly in a certain degree, only exhibiting a slightly declining trend on Twitter dataset. It means that in the preliminary process of our UMHE, the arbitrary setting of latent topic number $K$ in LDA seems to have little side-effect on the final results.

**Events-topics Consistency.** With the increase of latent topic number $K$, quite a number of duplicate topics would be extracted, resulting in elusive interpretation. So it is better to generate topics that are equal to the events both in content and number. To measure the mapping result from topics to events, we adopt the events-topics consistency (ETC) as used in our previous work (Peng et al. 2015). The ETC is defined as:

$$ETC = \frac{|e \cap t|}{|e| + |t| - |e \cap t| + \text{overlap}(t) + 1},$$

where $e$ is the event set, $t$ is the extracted topic set, and $\text{overlap}(t)$ is the number of topics that appears more than once. The average ETC results of all these methods are listed in Figure 5. Here note that KD-FF-TF and spectral clustering are non-probabilistic topic models, so there are no so-called latent topics in those algorithms, namely, without the setting of $K$. In order to do fair comparison with other algorithms, we enforce the $K$ in KD-FF-TF as the selected number of high quality feeds, while in spectral clustering, $K$ is set as the number of clusters.

Obviously, the ETCs of LDA, HDP, KD-FF-TF, LTM, and spectral clustering are not so satisfactory as the others, mainly due to the arbitrary setting of $K$. When the latent topics outnumbers greatly than the actual events, this kind of algorithms will suffer from heavy topic overlaps. And because of the hierarchical refinement or aggregation of latent topics, LDA+FPM, LDA+BRT, CenTM and UMHE achieve higher ETCs. The sound performance of LDA+BRT and our UMHE demonstrates that the Bayesian rose tree is considerably fit for refactoring latent topics into the event-oriented ones. Except for the LDA+FPM, the ETCs in nearly all of these algorithms decline slightly with the increase of latent topic number $K$. This means that the problem of overlaps would become more severe when given a larger number of latent topics.
Fig. 5. Events-topics consistency with the ranging of latent topic number \( K \).

Table 2. Map from events to topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>LDA+BRT Topics</th>
<th>CenTM Topics</th>
<th>UMHE Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 World Cup</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 Germany</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 Argentina</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 Netherlands</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 Brazil</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 CEE(^a)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7 Transformers IV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8 Anti-corruption</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9 Swords of Legends(^b)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic number</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total overlap</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETC</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)CEE is short for college entrance examination.

\(^b\)Swords of Legends is a popular television drama in China.

Since LDA+FPM employs frequent patterns filtering to reduce the duplicate topical phrases, their ETCs are quite stable.

**Case Study of Events-topics Consistency.** To intuitively understand the events-topics consistency, we present a map from events to topics. Here we choose the results of July 13, 2014 on Sina Weibo dataset, and due to the limitation of paper, we only compare our UMHE to the LDA+BRT and CenTM. In regard to the latent topic number \( K \), we set it to 20 to achieve succinct results, as shown in Table II.

From Table II we can see that there are a total of nine real-world events on this day, and as the discussions of “Germany”, “Argentina”, “Netherlands”, and “Brazil” are quite fervent, we separate them from the event “World Cup” to form other four events. When focusing on the total number of overlaps, we find that the topic overlaps of all these algorithms are controlled in a reasonable range. Apparently, our UMHE is the
best, with only one duplicate topic. Compared with LDA+BRT, our UMHE is capable of discovering topics that are not so frequently occurred ("CEE" and "Anti-corruption") or easily submerged by other topics ("Argentina"). The result of CenTM is quite similar to our UMHE, since both of them incorporate the multi-view learning of latent topics. However, the embedding-based method (in UMHE) seems to be better at generating distinctive topics than the directly clustering-based method (in CenTM), since it considers the inherent topic relations and forms a more semantic feature representation.

5.3 Topic Coherence Evaluation

In this section, we compare the semantic coherence of the event-oriented topics generated by our UMHE with the ones generated by the baselines. Here the baselines and their parameter settings are the same as in Section 5.2 unless otherwise specified.

Automatic Evaluation with PMI. To quantitatively evaluate the topic coherence without human judgement is rather intractable. Perplexity used to measure the ability of topic model’s generalization (Blei et al. 2003), that is, the fitness of predicting the unseen data. However, the perplexity prefers to measure the topic model in statistic behaviors, rather than in a semantic way (Chen and Liu 2014b). Since the coming of (Newman et al. 2010), point-wise mutual information (PMI) has become a major metric to measure the coherence of the topics. For example, (Chen and Liu 2014b) and (Röder et al. 2015) both adopt the PMI in their experiments to demonstrate the coherence of the topics. So in this paper, we also use the PMI to automatically evaluate the semantic coherence. Given a distribution-based topic \( \phi \), the PMI is defined as:

\[
PMI(\phi) = \frac{2}{V(V-1)} \sum_{1 \leq i < j \leq V} \frac{p(w_i, w_j)}{p(w_i)p(w_j)},
\]

where \( V \) is the vocabulary size, \( p(w_i, w_j) \) is the joint probability of word pair \((w_i, w_j)\), and \( p(w_i) \) is the marginal probability of \( w_i \). In order to make it possible for computing the PMI, we regard the feed batch itself as the external test corpus. And since the topics in LDA+FPM and spectral clustering are not in the form of word distributions, we leave them out in this part. The average PMI of each algorithm is shown in Figure 6.
Table 3. Human evaluation of topic coherence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>FIS</th>
<th>EDA</th>
<th>DWD</th>
<th>TWC</th>
<th>Final score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>2.231</td>
<td>3.882</td>
<td>1.754</td>
<td>3.539</td>
<td>2.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA+FPM</td>
<td>3.276</td>
<td>3.146</td>
<td>1.923</td>
<td>4.415</td>
<td>3.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA+BRT</td>
<td>3.368</td>
<td>4.112</td>
<td>3.245</td>
<td>3.566</td>
<td>3.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDP</td>
<td>2.012</td>
<td>3.757</td>
<td>1.676</td>
<td>3.327</td>
<td>2.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-FF-TF</td>
<td>3.023</td>
<td>3.844</td>
<td>2.268</td>
<td>3.972</td>
<td>3.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>3.095</td>
<td>3.874</td>
<td>2.204</td>
<td>4.137</td>
<td>3.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTM</td>
<td>2.457</td>
<td>3.856</td>
<td>2.585</td>
<td>3.371</td>
<td>2.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMHE</td>
<td>3.784</td>
<td>4.076</td>
<td>3.860</td>
<td>3.929</td>
<td>3.887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 6, the PMI of our event-oriented topics (in UMHE) is higher than any other topics (in baselines) in most cases. Also with multi-view learning, the CenTM, however, behaves a bit poorly, and in Tweets2011 dataset, the situation is even worse. Although CenTM can provide discriminative topics, the semantic consistency of words inside the topic might not be ensured. This indicates that the semantic metric in original word vocabulary space might not work so well as in embedding space. Additionally, when comparing Figure 6(a) with Figure 6(b), we may find that the PMI in Sina Weibo dataset is higher than that in Tweets2011 dataset. This is partly because the co-occurrence of words in Twitter is not so abundant as in Sina Weibo.

**Human Evaluation.** Though the PMI is highly related to the coherence, it still works in a statistic fashion. Therefore, we also employ human evaluation to assess the coherence. The key of human evaluation in coherence is to settle down a series of indexes. In our experiments, we include 4 customized indexes: (1) first impression score (FIS); (2) event description ability (EDA); (2) discrimination within batch (DWD); (4) topic word consistency (TWC). The first impression is somehow very important to coherence evaluation. Presumably, when a topic, with all its words describing the same event, is displayed in front of the evaluator, it can be quickly identified as a coherent topic. While for an incoherent topic, it may take a bit longer time to go over all the words. To this end, we give the FIS a high weight, i.e., 0.4. While for the EDA, DWD, and SIF, the weights are all set to 0.2. The scores of these four indexes are all integers ranging from [0, 5]. Additionally, due to the diversity of understanding, different people may give the same topic with different scores. Thus, for each topic, the maximum score and the minimum score should be removed.

Following the human evaluation in section 5.2, we invite these five volunteers to rate the generated topics according to the four indexes above. Since all the volunteers are Chinese college students, we only evaluate the topics in Chinese Sina Weibo dataset to avoid language gap. Here we set \(K\) to 20, and the evaluation results of all the algorithms are listed in Table III. The FIS, EDA, DWD, and TWC are all displayed in average scores on the batches from July 1, 2014 to July 25, 2014.

After comparing the human evaluation results with PMI in Figure 6, we immediately find out that they are quite consistent with each other. This also confirms (Newman et al. 2010)’s assertion that PMI can be effective in measuring the coherence of topics.
5.4 Case Study of Hierarchical Structure

In this section, we try to evaluate the fitness of the Mv-BRT in our UMHE with other baselines in considering of the hierarchical structure. That is to say, we desire to understand the construction process of the Mv-BRT, and explain why it should organize the latent topics like this. Obviously, this is also an intractable work as there are few referential metrics. In view of this dilemma, we resort it to case study.

Parameter Analysis. Before the case study, some parameters in Mv-BRT should be well investigated. Here we present the influence of the partition granularity $\pi_{Tm}$ and the weight of the feed-topic view $\sigma$. Specifically, we use the edit distance between the changed tree and the benchmark to measure the variation of trees. Meanwhile, for the $\sigma$, we also use the absolute deviation of event detection F-measure between the changed tree and the benchmark to figure out its best value. In experiments, the $\pi_{Tm}$ and $\sigma$ both range from 0 to 1 with step 0.05, and when focusing on one parameter, the other one is fixed. As for the benchmark, we set $\pi_{Tm} = 0$ and $\sigma = 0$.

Figure 7 presents the edit distance and F-measure deviation with the change of parameters in a batch when $K$ is set to 100. The partition granularity $\pi_{Tm}$ is important to the structure of Mv-BRT, when it changes, the topology of the tree also changes correspondingly. Different from the results in $\pi_{Tm}$, the topology of the tree is not so sensitive to $\sigma$. When $\sigma$ is from 0.15 to 0.70, the results are quite consistent. So if we have no idea about which view is more important, a trial around the median may be a good choice. But here we set the weight of feed-topic view $\sigma$ to 0.2, i.e., the weight of topic-word view is 0.8, as the topic-word view is usually more important. Why? Because the topic-word distributions are usually the so-called “topics”.

Case Study of the Fitness in Mv-BRT. We perform case study on the Mv-BRT and the LDA+BRT generated in July 13, 2014 on Sina Weibo dataset as used in Section 5.3. Here we also set the topic number $K$ to 20 to create a more readable tree. And for brevity, only the top-3 layers of the tree are displayed in the result.

In Figure 8, each leaf node in the tree represents a latent topic and each topic is presented with at most five significant words from its word distribution. In Mv-BRT, there are totally nine latent topics in presentation, five of them (labelled with “4", “5", “6", “7", “8") are all concerned with “World Cup”, and these five topics can be correctly gathered together to form a more general one, resulting in the high fitness of tree structure. As we have stated that the event of “Germany", “Argentina", “Netherlands", and “Brazil"
should be separated from the event “World Cup”, so in Mv-BRT, the topic overlap is only 1 (the topic “5” in purple). While for the LDA+BRT, the problem of overlap is more severe, 3 topics (topic “4”, “6”, and “9”) are identified as the duplicate ones. Besides, some events (like the “College Entrance Examination” labelled with topic “2” in Mv-BRT) could not be effectively detected by LDA+BRT. This is because that the multi-view learning in Mv-BRT could provide more semantic information about the events, while the traditional BRT is not so competent for this task. But anyway, the topics in both of these two algorithms are all organized correctly to compose a hierarchical structure according to their topical words. Thus, it is convincing to employ Bayesian rose tree or its variants in topic relation construction to form prior knowledge for learning embeddings.

5.5 Case Study of Tweets2014 Stream

In this section, we take a case study on the Tweets2014 stream to demonstrate the effectiveness of our UMHE when there is an unlimited number of events. Since we have no ground-truth events of this stream, we only conduct experiments on a certain batch. We select the batch of March.9, 2014, as the events in this day are overall more typical. It contains 1.471 million feeds and at least hundreds of events. When an event is released by UMHE, human evaluation will be adopted to identify whether it is a real-world social event.
Table 4. Case Study on Tweets2014 Stream.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KD-FF-TF</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>CenTM</th>
<th>UMHE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noisy Events @K=1000</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctive Events @K=1000</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-5 Detected Events</td>
<td>MH 370</td>
<td>iPad</td>
<td>MH 370</td>
<td>MH 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pray For MH370</td>
<td>iPAD</td>
<td>Hala Madrid</td>
<td>Pray For MH370</td>
<td>Pray For MH370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote Jennette</td>
<td>The Walking Dead</td>
<td>Fifth Harmony</td>
<td>iPad</td>
<td>iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashtags</td>
<td>#Pray For MH370#</td>
<td>#MH 370#</td>
<td>#iPad#</td>
<td>#Ask Hanna For Cash#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#Heart Of A Champion#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or just a noisy event. Table 4 presents the case study result of event detection on Tweets2014 stream. Here we set Topic number $K$ as 1000 to create an opportunity for discovering abundant events.

From Table 4, we can see that the noisy events of the UMHE (673) is relatively lower than KD-FF-TF (822), SC (745) and CenTM (691). This somehow indicates that event-oriented topic models are more effective than the feature fusion methods (KD-FF-TF) and structure-based clustering methods (SC). However, due to the dynamic characteristics of real-world streams, the percentage of noisy events is extremely high, at least 60% of the extracted events are annotated as noise. Although the noisy events of these four methods are significantly different, their distinctive event numbers are quite similar. UMHE is a little better at avoiding duplicate events, but the progress is limited according to this case study. This also raises new challenges for our UMHE to detect more events from large-scale real-world microblog stream. Meanwhile, the top-5 detected events extracted by all methods cover all the most frequently discussed events in this batch. The hottest events, such as “MH 370”, “Pray For MH 370”, and “iPad”, can be easily detected in all these four methods. But totally, the top-5 events detected by UMHE are most similar to the top-5 hashtags.

5.6 Running Time

Scalability is another important aspect for the event detection task, especially in real-world applications. To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed UMHE, we compare its running time with some baselines. Here the baselines for comparison are the LDA+BRT, HDP, CenTM, as they all generate topics in a hierarchical way.

Figure 9 depicts the running time with the change of processed feed number in both datasets. Here $K$ is set to 200 to generate an adequate number of latent topics. As is shown in Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b), LDA+BRT is the most efficient in both datasets due to its simple implementation. Meanwhile UMHE also behaves well in terms of time efficiency, only slightly slower that the LDA+BRT, since it requires a lightweight iterative learning process in UMH-TransR. But together with the accuracy of event detection and the coherence of topic distribution, our UMHE framework is a good choice overall. Also based on LDA,
HDP takes more time, since its topic inference is more complicated. As for the CenTM, its scalability is rather poor because of the two phase random walk.

To further evaluate the efficiency of Mv-BRT in our UMHE, we lay out the running time according to the number of the nearest neighbours in Mv-KD-BFF. Apparently, with the increase of the nearest neighbours in search space, the time consumption also grows slightly. And when it reaches a certain number, the running time seems to converge to a target level. This means that when the number of the nearest neighbours is large, Mv-BRT will degenerate to the plain multi-view BRT with no acceleration.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose an unsupervised multi-view hierarchical embedding framework UMHE to address the problem of event-oriented topic mining in microblog stream with constraint of the only textual aspects. UMHE can precisely and efficiently aggregate the incoherent latent topics into ones with salient semantic interpretation under a translation-based hierarchical embedding method. Experimental results show that our UMHE can not only effectively identify the topics related to social events, but also drastically enhance their coherence. Meanwhile, UMHE can faithfully express topics together with their relations from hierarchical structure and automatically perform translation-based embedding, without any external knowledge or training examples. In the future, we are going to reconcile the UMHE to the applications with infinite number of views, and also study other efficient embedding strategies to improve its feature representation.
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